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ABSTRACT
This study investigatcd the long―te.l.l effects ofinsmctlon in and supcrvision
由K)ugh Academicレ〕aming Time―Physical Educadcin(ALT―PE)on teaChing
beha宙ors as measured by ChefferゞAdaptation of】日anders'Interaction Analysis
System(CAFIAS)。Twenty―six undergraduate physical educadOn studentS
partico江ing ii thel sec"dary phase ofthじI student caching assignment were
Su可∝ tS・The placement ofsutteCS tO cither.the control or treament grOup was
based on whetherthey had receヽミ∞nvendontt supeMsory feedback‐(contЮl
group)as pd■Of O'B五ers study(1985)or s■tematic upeⅣisory feedback
(treatment group)as part Of O'B五enis s udy.Each su晰∝t waS Videotaped on three
scparate∝casions while teaching second明′p ySiCal education at his/her respective
l SCh001・An expert coder used CAFIAS to code cach宙dcotaped session to provide
山e data on teaching behaⅥ〈〕r and interaction pattems●s they occmed in the
classroomo The CAFIAS codings were then computer analyzed,and percentages
were detemined for■e mttor CAFIAS paramecrs and predominantincracion
pattems.Descnptlve staiSttcs were calculated,and宙sual comparlsons were made
to deterrmne the relative standings ofboth groupS on each CAFIAS vanable。
AnalysisofthemttOrcAFIASparametersrevealedthatthoseteachersinthe
treament mup used signiicandy more teacheracceptance andp面sc(TAPD and
teacher use of questlons(TTQR);they,also utihzed lnore gЮup and individual dass
structure(P)in their classeso Students in the treatment Cachersi classes exhibited
more student―inidated behaviors,both teacher―uggcsted cS「SR)and student―
suggested σSISSR).The COntrol group teachers were more critical(7)of the士
studentゞideas and effo■s,they spent signincandy lnore dme giving directions(6)
and infomadon(5)which led to predicible type responses tom the students(8)。
Froln the flndings it was concluded that physical educatlon studentteachcrs that
reccived instruction in and supewision thЮugh ALT―PE duHng their undergraduate
training had signiflcandy different behaⅥαt and int racion paterns than those
smdentじaches山額recdved OdシcOnvendond supervisory feedback during the士
und磁興dbate ttiningo Thislled to tte ttectiOn Of●e tOrhypot Sis ttaヽtdtdヽ
there would be no signiflcant differences in teaching behaviors between those
physical education studentteachers who received i,smction in and supervlsion  i
山K)ugh ALT―PE du五ng their underttduate tralFllng and dlose studenぜteachers
who reccived only conventional supσⅥsory feedbacК u五ng thelr undergraduate
tralningo lt was also concluded that the effects of instnlction in and supervision
山Юugh ALT―PE were sdll maintained up to l year fouOwing the cessadon of
training aid thus could be considered long―lasting.
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Chapter l
mODU釧ON
Todayis educators,nOw more than ever,are corllllng under flre as queStions
anse as tσthe effectiveness of teachers in accomplishing their goal of educatlng the
youth oftoday. In the past,typical effot to evaluate or improve teacher
effectiveneSs involved observation by the p五ncipal f llowod by conventional,
SutteCiVe feedback.Unfortunately,this supewisory feedback often was
unreliable,sutteCt市e in na ure,and not a valid meastlre ofteaching beha宙Ors.In
an effort to correct this situadon,rcsearchers have dcveloped systemaic observadon
ins―ents that pЮvide dle supervisor.with otteCdVe data to modify behaⅥors an
increase the effectiveness of the teacher. These instruments utilize a tralned
observer,recording sys“madcally and ottecively,a detailed descripdon ofin…class
events as hey occur in the classroom. A number of systematic obseⅣation
insmmentsarenowbeingusedinthOieldofphysiCdieducadoninaneffortto
proⅥde the teacher with an a∝llra e descripdon of whatis talcing place in tte
g"Onおiumo DarsI Mancini,and ablsek(1983→,I鑢ed thatthe use of・
observttdon systems pЮ宙des ottect市e info島ladon andδxpiains wliatis gOing on
in the teaching of physical educatlon。口Throughthe usёげheseo´bservational
systems and the infomttion they provide,the Cachihg process can be more clearly
exalmned and explalnedo Tcachers can become llnore effective in the classroonl,aS
they become more aware ofthett behaviors and interactions with thett students.
Inめraction analysis(IA)is one Suchリド Of syStematic observation iゴsmmenピ
that pЮ宙des otteciVe infomadon abottteacherゞa d studenぼbeFavior pattems.
2Darst Mancini,and ttsek(1983b)state that teaching behaviors can bё
detloped,improved,and controued through the use of IA.OneIA s,stem
tequendy used to provide supemsory feedback Ю im rove cach r effectivttessis
Chetts:Adaptadon of Flanders'hteracdon Analysis System or CAFIAS
(Cheffers,1983)。Chefferゞ(1972)systёm was developed with the physical.
educatlon setting in mind;nonverbal as well as verbal behaviors of both dle teacher
and the studehts are recorded,in addition to the class smcture,thごtcaching ag nt,
and the type of student responses.CAΠAS can be used to pЮvi e uective
supewisory feedback to the teacher,and the teacher can then′use dlis infomation to
make the.hecessary attuStments in his/her cacぃing behavior to lneet ale ne“S Of｀
the students.
Overthe pastfew ycars a number ofrese〔Ⅱ;hers have used IA as all
instrumentin pЮ宙d g superⅥsory feedback to teachers.HendrickSon(1975),
Vogel(197o,and Getty(1977)inveStigated dle erects of instructlon and
supervlsion in IA on teaching behaviors in the gylnnasium.Rochester(1976)and
lnm面si(1979)conSideredtle effectt ofIA on teachereffeCt市eness,attitudes,and
perceived teaching behavitts.¶he results 6f these studies indicated that dlosc
cachers tralned in IA displayed more indirect caching behaviors;they exhibited
more teacherpralsc and acceptanceandPsedmore qvesdoning m ttelclasses
compared to those teachers who did not receivじIA trttn ngo h addition,these
teachers were found to be more effecive,to have rnore posidve atitu"s,and were
more able to give an accllrate esdttate ofclムssr00m interacibn。      '
Getty(1977),ManCini,Morris,and Getty(11?79),叩d M cini,Frye,and
Quinn(1982)attempted to measllre the llsing effects of instruCdon and
3sup∝Ⅵsion in IA on teachinごbehaviors.Cety(1977)found the effects oftnining
in IA could be mlntained l month aftercompledon ofthe mining pe五od.Mancini
et al。(1979)alsO fOund this to be′the case in relatlon to teacher effectiveness.
Mancini et al。(1982)were One Ofdle輌己飩to invesigate the lasing long―te l.1    ・
effects ofinSmiction and supervision in IA Orteaching behaviors,・effectiveness,
and attltudes of in―sewice physical oducators up to 4 years fo1lowing the
compFdon of underttuat tacher miningo Thett indngs revealed ttattte
teachers mined in IA were lnore indirectin thOir teaching style,were llnore
effect市e,and had more posidve a■ituoes thesc effects were maintained l to4 years
later and,thu。,cOuld be considered long-1,sting。
Another type of observadonal system developed for use in physical educadon
claswsistte Academic ttng Time―PhバCd EliludadOnェPーE)hsmment.
ne Beginning Teacher Evduatlon Studies(B]田S)revealCd ha it was possible to
use studenttime…on‐ask for a measure of actual student achievement;dlis was
iamed Academic Lcaming Time(ALT)∈iSher et al.,1978).ThiS COncept was
later modifled by Siedentop,Birdwell and Metzler(1979)to pe―t COding of
physical education activity.This modiflcadon pЮvided a eans to metture dle
amount ofALT accrued by a student while paruclpatng in a physiCa■y actlve
seting(ALT―PE)。
A number OfinteⅣention and feedback studies have used the ALT―PE
instrmentto identlfy dle allnount ofALT―PE accmed in different setings.Birdwell
(1980,Whaley(1980)I MctZler(1980a),and Paesc(1982)all uSed the ALT―PE
instrumentto descnbe events as they occmed in he classroorn and as a rneans of
pЮviding and/or assessing thσ9ffeCtS Of supervisory feedback on tachersi
4behavlorso Results indЁatcd that feedback,both verbal and written,provided the
teachers witt valuable infomaticin to mprove theirinsmёdonal perfomance and
thereby increase thett studentゞachievdnent as■l aSured by accrued ALT―PE。
Grecic,Maicini and Wiest(1984)used the same populadon as Mancini et al.
(1982)to inVe,tigate the lasting effects of iゴsmc 9n and Supervision in IA on
student ALT―PE during classes taught by in―service phゾsiCal educators.This study
revealed｀thatthe effects ofinsmctlon and supervlslon ln IA on student ALT―PE
were maintalned l to 4 years afterじesSadon Ofthe mining period.CB五e (1985)
invesigated the effects ofinsmction and supervision thЮugh ALT,PE by studying
dle reladonship between the perce市d t achitt behaviors and the obseⅣed taching
behaviors of 30 pre―service physical ctticadon teachers involved in micЮpeer
teachingo lt was revealed thatthose pre―service physical ducation teachers that
received insmction and supeMsibn thЮugh ALT―PE had students who accrued
血ore ALT¨PE in their classes than those students in the classes whose・teachers only
received conventional supervisory feedb"k. It was also fbund thatthose pre―
、sёⅣice phySiCal educatorSinsmcted in and sup9rⅥsed hЮugh ALT―PE were mipre
accurate ln estlmating obseⅣed studentsi bchavlorst
This Study seⅣes a  a follow―upt  O'BHenis(1985)study tO detemine dle
long―lasting effects of instruction and supervision」hrough ALT―PE on the teaching
beha宙ors ofphysical educ■ion St dentteacherso Win dle teachers who rece市ed
systematic supervisory feedback as part of OIBHen's study display different
teaching behaⅥors than those teachers who receivod only conventlonal supervisOry
feedback as part of O:B五ents study?Additionally,will these effects be bng―
lasting?
5SCODe Ofthe pmhlem
■his investigation was conducted to deteニュ..ihe th  lasting effects of instruction
and supervision using ALT―PE on the teaching beha宙ors iDf pre―service physical
educaubn student teachers.CAFIAS Wastheins―nt used to record the
behaviors and intmction pattems of the teachers and their students as they occ耐
in the classr∞m.Twenty―six undereiraduate sttdeits paruclpamg m thOr
secondary phase of thel student teaching assignlnent while attending lthaca
conege,Ithaca,New York,were宙deotaped on three separate∝casions while
teaching thett secondary physical educadon classes at ttelr resp∝dve schoЮls.
■ese suttectS had PartlCipated in a p五or study by 01B五en(1985)which
investigated the effectS ofinstmcion in ttd supervision ttrough ALT―PE on he
reladonshibbetweenperceivttteaChing behaviors andobse■d Caching beha宙ors
ofpre―service physical educators. ne78,videotaped sessions,39 1lonl each
group,were then coded by an expert coderttSing CAFIAS.The data for ttalysis
were collected■om the宙otapes,and the codings were then computer analyzed to
detemine thepercentages oftte mttOrcAFIAS parameters and predoIInnate
lnteraction pattemso Descnptive statistics were calculated,and visual compansons
were rnade to determine the relative standings of both groups on each cAFIAS
varlable.
Statement ofthe Problem
lhis investigation was conduCted in order to study the lasting long―te ln effects
ofinsmcion in and supeルisiOn thЮugh ALT―PE On dle teaching behaviors of pre―
service physical education student teachers.
6MJor HⅧOthedq
There w■l be no signiicant difference in teachihg beha宙ors,as recorded y
CAFIAS,between those physiCal eduCation student teachers whoirece市ed
supervlsion and｀i smcdon ALT―PE durlng thett llndergraduate teacher mlmng,and
血ose studentteachers who(五d notreceive supeⅣlslon and insmctlon ln ALT―PE
during undernduate talning。
AssumDdOnS Ofthe Studv
nef。110wing assumptiδn  were made relitive to this study:
1.nesu可∝ts Selected were representative of the populadon ofphysical
educadon studentteachers at lthaca College,Ithaca,New York。
2.The coding ofth∞classes for each su可
"t uSing CAFIAS、
was sufflcient
to yield valid data on dle obseⅣed teaching beha宙orfore ch sutteCt・
Deflnluon ofthe Tenns
l.Intttaction Analvsis(IA)is an ObSCWadonal techniquc that records the
鮨equendy ofteacher―pupil inte‐sonal bchaviors(Amidon&Hough,1967)。
2.FlanderヾInterttc■on Analvsis Svstem(FIAS)is a System speciflcally
designed to olj∝iVely andyze me verbd interaction bemecn teachers and pupils as
it occllrs in the classroom(Amidon&Flanders,1971)。
3。 ChefferゞAdaDtadOn ofΠa dersllnteraclon Analvsis Svstem(CAFIAS)is
a validated extension of FIAS deve10ped to record verbal and nonverbal beha宙ors
and speciflcally designed to descnbe tea9her‐pupil interaction in classes ofphyslcal
act市ity(ChefferS,Amidon,&Rodgers,1974)。
4.Verbal beha宙ors are obscⅣable ailnd audible human bchaviors(Cheffers,
1972)。
‐
??
?
5: Nonverbal bcha宙ors are observable hum behaviors that are五ot expressed
velもally(Cheffers,1972)。
6。 Academlc haming Time―Phvsical Education(ALT―PE) s the alnOunt of｀
academic learrung time accruod by a student while in a physiёal educatiOn class.
Accmed ALT―PE is the arnount oftime a studentis successfuny engagOd in a
relevant motor task(MetZler,1980b)。
7.Pre―sewice studentteachers are undきgraduate st dents in physical
education who have not yet participated fomany in studentteaching(van der Mars,
1979)。
8.Studentteaches are underrduat studentsin phySicd educadon who are
presendy teaching their physical education practiCum ln a public school in ordi to
fultt the necessary reqlllrements to rece市e thelr teaching certiflcate.
9。 ConventiOnal suDerViSorv feedback is verbal input based on aspects of class
cOn血,∝意aniZadOn,and mangemenl class'smcmtt and medlodology(Mancini,
Wuest,&Van der Mars,1985)。
10。 Svsternatic suDeⅣSOrv feedback is vまbalinput based on data obtained
mugh the use of a systematic observation insmment and is directed atteaching
IInethodo10gy叩o Speciflじ
“
achel and,mdじnt bchaviors・(Mancini et d。,1985)。
Delimita$ons of the Siudy
The following were the delimitations of this study:
1. The subjects were26 physical education student teachers at Ithaca College,
Ithaca, New York.
?
、
82. CAFIAS was the only instrument used to record the actual teaching
behaviors.
Limitations of ttre Smdy
Ttie following were the limitations of this study:
1. The findings of this study should not be generalized beyond student
teachers of physical education similar to the subjdcts in this investigatiori.
2. The findings related to the observed teacher behavior may only be valid for
comparison when CAFIAS is used'for coding.
?
、
‐
、
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Chapter 2
REYIEW OF REI^A.TED LITERATURE
Thb review of the ielated literature will focus on ttre following areas: (a) the
use of systematic feedback to modify teaching behavior, (b) sdpervisory studies
involvihg CAFLAS, and (c) supervisory studies involving ALT-PE. A summary is
also provided.
The Use of Systematic Feedback To Modify Teaching Behavior
Supplying teachers with information on theii teaching behaviors has been
used as a method to modify and change iheir behaviors. In the past, this was
typically accomplished through the use of conventional verbal feedback that only
concentrated on,aspects of class control, management, and methodology and was
subjective in nature. Although this method did have some value, it did not provide
the teacher with objective descriptions of the classroom events. Presently, the use
of systeniatic obserVation systems, which provide immediate, objective descriptions
of class events, has become popular. These in'strumens provide data on classioom
teachers' and students' behaviors. The ddta dre then used to supply the teacher with
supervisory feedback;.this technique is referred to as systematic supervisory
feedback.
One means to provide teachers with systematic supervisory feedback is
through the use of LA. [A instruments focus on teachers' and students' behaviors
and interactions and provide an event-by-event objective description of what takes
place in the classroom. [A, therefore, enables the supervisor and the teacher to
select and modify the teaching behaviors that require attention.
1   ｀
10
One of the first to employ this technique of IA in an effort to modify teacher
behaviors was Ibve and Barry (1971). They used the Love adaptation of Flanders'
Interaction Analysis System with pre-service phybical education studehts. Each
student was videotaped four times over a 6-week period, with each tape being
coded by all student teachers and a supervising instnrcor. The findings indicated
tliat the student teachers were better'able to examine their own teaching behaviors
following traiding in LA. They also demonstrated the desire and ability to change
lhese behaviors and developed a sense of cooperation among each other througliout
the course of the training perid.
Hughley (1974) used the OSU Teaching Behavior Scale to observe pre-
service physical education teachers and to classify their behaviors as they taught.
Hughley gave daily systematic supervisory feedback to four student teachers. The
findings indicated that receiving daily feedback helped teachers display an increabe
in positive teaching behaviors.
Boehm (1974),Darst (1976), and Hamilton (1974) evaluated the effects of
competency-based ihtervention modules on the behaviors of student teachers. Pre-
service,teachers at the elementary, junior high, and senior high levels served as
subjecs for these studies. Their results indicated that goal setting, cueing, graphic
feedback, and reinforcement were bffective ih ctianging.the rates of negative
behavior interaction and increasing positive behavioi interaction.
Dodds (1975) developed a peer intervention moilel in which student teachers
observed and coded a lesson taught by a peer. Following the lesson, verbal'and
graphic feedback and reinforcement of positive behaviors were provided. The
?
‐
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peers demohstrated the ability to be both reliable and successful in providing
feedback to create more positive behaviors.
Student teachen were instructed in applied behavioral analysis in dn attemilt to
contribute to their own supervision. Dessecker (1g76)investigated the effecs of,
self-intervention on student teachers' behaviors. Three'student teachers taught one
lesson a day while wearing a small audiotape recording device. The tapes were
coded following each lesson; and percentages were tallied for various teacher
behaviors., The data were then sent to the college supervisor. The findings
indicated that self-assessmeht is an effective techniqire for producing an increase in
positive teaching behaviors and decreasing negative teaching behaviors.
Cotten (1976), Cramer (1978), and Hutslar (1977) studied the effects of
training cooperating teachers in applied behavioral analysis on selectdd student
teachers' behaviors at The Ohio State University., In order for comparisons'to be
made, control and treatrnent groups were established. The treafinent group rbceived
instruction and supervision from the cooperating teacher; the control group student
teachers did not. It was concluded that cooperatirig teachers can reliably code
behhviors hnd s'uccbssfully bring about desirable behavior changes in student
teachers. 
r
The effects of a planned intervention on student teachers' verbal feedback
behaviors was studied by Metzler (1981). The ihtervention consisted of feedback
sessions; rdading shbets, and establishment of certain behhvioral goals. Two
recording techniques were utilizild-- placheck and event-recording-- to establish
baseline ratels of selected behaviors. Results ,t oira an increase in positive skill
attempt feedback and positive non-skill feedback following intervention.
12
AnodlerinveStigadon thatutilized apeerfeedback sys“m was conduct  by
McMillan(1979)。Twenty―one pre―s wice physical educators attended a peer
observation tralning course. Once reliability was established,cach pre―servlce
teachまobseⅣd and r∝orded sel∝ted target bёha宙ors using placheck,duration,
and event ttording t∝hniques. Feedback was then glven to each observed pre―
service teachero The flndings revealed dlat 69%ofthe behaviors that were
ihtervened upon were changed in a positlve fashiOn.Using the Observatlon System
for Content Development―Physical Education(OSCD―PE),Gusthart(1982)
investigated the teaching behaviors of 20 pre―semce teachers during a flve―stage,
2-yeari supeⅣiSed ield expeHence.The■sultデuggQSted that sutteCtS in dlestudy
showed impЮve ent,mm their original levels,in the fouowlng areas:acd宙ty
dme,positive reinforcement,sp"inC feedback,出d individualized tasks as a result
of thelr fleld eXperience.
Da宙s(198o used bOth Self―evaluation and ё operatng teacherevaluadon in
an investigation to determne the valuc ofthe combined foms of feedback. The
intervenions attempted to increase positlve feedback statements,increase speclflc
contentinfomation,increase infomadon statements,and decrease negat市e
statements.ThЮe groups of 10 rarldordy selected elemeitary level studentteachers
seⅣed as suttects・OnegヽЮup received only self―evaluatlon feedback,the second
group received self―evaluation feedback plus cooperatlng teacher feedback,and the
third group served as the control group and received only coiventional feedback.
The resuls indicatd thatthe group thatr∝eived both foms of feedback changed
the selected teachlng bchaviors in the desilてたI Inanner。「Fhe two remaining groups
■ere inconsistentin theirefforts to chttge behavi"鶴hOWever,an hree gЮupS
|ミ
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showEil dn'increase in the mean percentage of pdsitive feedback as a result of
intervention.
- Using thb Feedback description Systerh GCDS), Arena (1980) attempted to'
increase the rate of augmented feedback of '$ree student teachers. The findings
revealed substantial increases in augmented feedback behaviors by the student
teachers.
ThcPhysical Education Teaching Assessment Instrument (PETAD has been
used to help change teachers' behavior through intervention with systematic
observation. The PETAI instrument mersures three teacher behavior variables and
three student behavior variables. Reginibal (1986) investigated the effects of
intervention on teacher behavior, engaged skill learning time, and student
achievement. Selected for inclusion in thiS study were 12 physical education
teachers and L2 fifth-grade studenS. The teachers were randomly assigned to
control and treatment groups. The data for teacher and student were collected using
the PETAI, videotape recording, and a 5-item skill test. The inntrol group received
conventional' supervisory feedback, and the treatrhent goup participated in a7 -
week in-service program consisting of systematic supervisory feedback. It was
determined that teacher behaviors can be changed in a positive manner through
intervention with regards to engaged skill learning time and student management
time. However, no relationship was found between changes in engaged skill
learning time and student achievement or changes in teachers' behaviors and student
achievements.
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SuDerViSorv Studies lnvolvin壺・CAFIAS
ChefferゞAdaptadonlJユanderゞInteracdon Analysis syS“m(CAΠS)
(chじ農 rs,.lう72)was deVeloped to record me interacion pattems and teaching
behaviors in a physically acive settlngo CAFIAS is one ofdle most widely ut■ized
IA systems in physical educadon.This sysにmatic obttnrauOn insmment was
adapted from the Flanderst hteracion Analysis System σVLS)(■anders,1960)。
Cheffers cited hee maJorlimitadons ofFIAS:
1. It was concemed with verbal behaviors only。
2. It was concemed only with classes that were conducted with the class
structure as a whole.
3. It was concerned uath the tιacher as the sole teaching agent      
′
The use of CAΠAS a■ows for a lnore complete descnption ofthe bchaviors
and int(】action patterns that occlr in physical education classes by pe―ttlng the
recording of bOth the verbal and nonverbal behaⅥors ofthe teacher and dle student.
CAFIAS is a valid extension ofFIAS to record verbal and nonverbal behaviors. It
is speciflcallすdeSigned for use in describing teacher―student inter ions in
predominantly physical activity settings(Cheffers et al。,1974)。            .
CAFIAS consists of 10 nonverbal categones in ddition to Flanders!10
verbal categories;rnoreover,cAFIAS includes ddditional categones,such as the
einC(8り tO aCCOunt forinterpredve student behaⅥoro CAΠAS also provides forthe
description of overall class smcture and the teaching agency. The class smcture
can be coded as whole oV),Where the entire class funcionS as one unit;or part(P),
where the class is ei!her into small grOups or students are working individually;or
C),Where nO teacher innuence is present.
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Several studies have used CAFIAS to provide teachers lMth supervisory
feedback and dsO as a method to study its effect on teacherゞbehav ors.K ilty
(1975)inveSugated the effects ofinsmctton and supeMsion in CAFIAS on pre―
service physical educators.In this study the treatment gЮup of eachers received
15 hollrs ofinstruction and supemsion in CAFIAS,while the control group of
teach¨receiヤbd only conventional feedback。 ■ e T acher Perfo―ncc(DHteria
QueStiOnnaire cPCQ・WaS used to measure teacher ereciveness.Keilty
detemined that no signiflcant differences existed between dle groups although
infomadon provided k)m the Pupi1 0pinion QuestiOnnare ndicated thatthe
teachers in the treatment group were perceived by thett students to be lnore indirect
in thett tぬching technique than th。
~se teachers in the control group.
Hendrickson(1975)inveStigated the effects of instruction and feedback
価 ugh CAFIAS on the teaching behavibrs ofpre‐service physical education
tachers.The sutteCtS in the control group viewed宙d otapes fthett micro‐peer
teaching sessions along、ath conventional supewisory feedbacko h treament
group suttects宙ewed their宙d otapes plus rece市edinsmc●onin cAFIAS and
fecdback in the foll.l of COmputer printouts.ⅢThe results diOated that dlose pre―
seⅣice teachers who received instruction in and feedback through CAFIAS pralsed
and accepted studentゞideaS more,asked ni面うqu sdo■,Were more student―
onented,used moたmall group and individual instruction,and were llnore indirect
in their teaching cOmpared to dlose pre―scMce teachers who receiv“only
convendonal feedback.A simuarり
"study involving 36 undeり
nduate stu“nt
teachers was undemken by R∝hester(1976).In thiS invesdgadon the assigrlment
ofsuttects tO treament and cOntrol groups was done randodyo ne suttectS in
|
1
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each goup received instruction in and supervision through CAFIAS; however, the
treatment group received additional training in the cbding of CAFIAS. 
.Shafound
that pre-service teachers that received the additional training in ttre coding of
CAI{{S had less teacher talk, mbre teacher queitioning,hhd more siudent-initiated
behavior cbmpared to those student teachers in the control group. In addition, there
was found to be a Significant correlation between teacher effectiveness, as nieasured
by the TPCQ,'and tea'bher behavior, as measured by CAftnS.
Vogel (1976) investigated the difference in behaviors of student teachers
trained in CAFIAS and thbse student teachers not trained in CAFIAS. Th'e
treatment goup of student teachers received 10 hours of instruction in the
understanding and use of CAFIAS; the control group received no instruction in
CAI{AS. He found that student teachdrs trained in CAFIAS allowed for greater
contribution and used a greater amount of verbal praise and acceptance as well as
nonverbal questioning of their students. Getty itgll),in a similar study, increased
the time of training in CAFIAS to 15 hodrs for the treafinent group while at the
same time providing l5 hours of conventional feedback for the control group. The
results obtained by Getty were very similar to those found by Vogel. They
indicated that classes taught by teachers who received instruction in and supervision
through CAFIAS produced more student- initiated behavior and used more
questioning, both verbal and nonverbal, than those student teachers who received
only conventional type feedback. Getty also found that the differences that were
observed in the u€atment group still existed I month ffier the training had
concluded. In a follow-up study conducted by"Mancini et al. (1979) using the same
set of subjecs, the lasting effectsof IA on teaching behaviors was investigated.
ヽ.
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■le TPCQ Was uSed to detennine the lasting Offects ofinsmction and supervlsion
in CAFIAS oi teacher effediveneSS.¶hey fOund that dle trealment su可∝ts were
more ettctile and scored higheron the TPCQ then d10Se su可∝、rt ttOn耐
group who received only convendond fe"baCk・They ttso concluded that tacher
C
effecuveness∞uld be maintalned l mondl afterthe mining pe五od had ended:
Stevens(1980)studied the effects ofinstmcion and sup―sion in CAFIAS
on the teaching behaviors of experienced elёmenttty physical educators.Two
mdes and two females seⅣed s sutt cもfOr ttis stud,caCh Was randody
assigned to contr01 and treatment groupso CAFいS was uSed to identify tte
teachersi behaviOrs as they occurred. The control group ieceiΨed only conventional
supewisory feedback,and the l至ement group rece市ed insmction,supeⅣisi9n,
and fedback in CAFIAS and analysiS of a CAFIAS computer printoutfor each
obseⅣd lesson.Results indicated that the teachers who received insmction in and
supervision through cAFIAS used more verbd and nonvёrbal prdse and
acceptance;used more verbal questioning;and tt claSSes that exhibited more
verbal and nonverbal student―initiated beha宙or,bOdl teacher―sugg sted and
student―suggested。
Intwisi(1979)inveSigated the effects ofだdback and insmcdon in
CAFIAS on the teaching behaviors and attitudes ofphysical education student
teacherso Each ёfthe 28 studentteachers that seⅣed as su teCtS for this study was
randomりassigned Ю control and treament groups.勁e su tectS h tte COntrol
group receivd only convendonal supewisory feedback while those sutteC憾m the
treament group rece市ed conventional feedbttk plus feedback iom CAFIAS
analytts.The results indicated that dibse student teachers who received feedback
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and interpretation in CAFIAS had lriore positive teaching behaviors and attitudes
than those who reccived only the convendonal feedback.
Van der Mars(1979)studied the effects ofinsmcdon in and supoMsion
mrOugh cAFIAS on the relationship between poにeived and observed taching
behaviors ofpre―sewice physical educadon teachers.Assignment ofsutteCS tO
Control and treatment groups was done randody.BeRれand fter each宙deotape
class session,cach su可∝tCOmpleted theTettherQuesdOnnaire on OtteciVes
CQO).■iS Was to record perce市ed caching bchaviors.ne sutteCtS in bodlthe
control and treatment groups r∝eived conventional supervisory feedback;in
addidon,the treament gЮup suttectS Were shown a comparison oftheirpos●class
esdmates fЮm the TQO and ObServed scoresfbm the CAFIAS computerpnntout.
The indings revealed that those su切∝tS  he tr ttlnent group w“more accllrat
in meir esimates ofclassroom interacdon and were also more indirectin their
teaching behaviors than those sutteCヽin the control group.
Mancini,Wuest,Vanine,and Cl蒼k(1983)conduCted a study tO invesig“
the effects ofinsmction and supeⅣis i  CAFIAS on the ttT―PE of burned―ou
secondary physical education teachers. Six bumed‐ut physical educators were
randomly selected hm a group of 10 teachers that scored high on the Maslach
Bumout lnventory(MBI).FЮm this group,three were randody asSigned forthe
control group and me remaining three were assigned to the treatment group.4Ⅱ
teachers were宙deotaped nine times。勁e control group reccived convendonal
supervisory feedback:the treatment group received convendonal supervisory
feedback plus instructiOn,supervision,and feedbaじkin CAFIAS in th  fom of
computer pnntout ofeach videotapひd class session. Results showed that the
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treatnent group teachers were characteriTfrd by increased use of praise and
acceptance, use of teacher questioning, and teacher empathetic behavior, along with
increased student-tGstuddnt interaction. These researchers demonstrated that
systematic Supeivisory feedback can modify burned-out teachers' behaviors.
Mancini et al. (1982) were one of the first to investigate the lasting effects of
instruction and supervision through CAITLI{S on teaching behavidrs, effectiveness,
and attitudes. Sixteen in-senrice physical education teachers who had received their
pre-service training no more than 4 y6ars earlier served as subjects. Assilnment of
subjecs to control and treaUnent gloups depended on the type of supervisory
feedback they had- received as part of their undergraduate training. Control group
subjects received only conventional supervisory feedback, while those in the
treatrnent goup received conventional supervisory feedback plus instruction and
superviSion in CAFIAS. All subjects were videotaped during two teaching
sessions. The TPCQ was used to measure te'aching effectiveness, and attitudes
toward teaching were measured using the Teacher Situation Reaction Test (TSRT).
The results revealed that those teachers who received instruction in and supervisioh
through CAFLAS during undergraduate trainihg used more verbal and nonverbal
praise and acceptanc€, used more questioning,'andlwere more indirect in their
teaching style. In addition, the students in these classes exhibited more vbrbal and
nonVerbal initiated behavior. It was concludedthat a1l these effects could be
inaintained I to 4 years after the completion of training in CAFIAS, thus these
effects could be considered long-lasting.
Grecic et al. (1984) investigated the kisting effects of instruction and
supervision in IA on student ALT-PE during classes taught by in-serfice physical
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educators.The study was conductedゅdetemine if there was any signiflcant
difference in the ALT―PE of students engaged in classes taught by in―service
physical educators who received insmction and supervisiOn in IA during teacher・
traliling and those who did notrece市e insmctЮn and supervision in IA during
teacher raining。勁e suttects Were 26 in…scMce physical educators who Were
placed into control and treament groups depending on the type of ζupem ory・
feedback they received during underpduate mlningo Each teacher was.vidootaped
dttL tWO dasses,知 me videotapes were hcr coded using ALT―PE。■ Кe
randody selected students were obscⅣe  in each classo Results indicated that
those teachers who received the systematic feedback drough CAFIAS spent
signiflcandy less dme involved in organizational and mttagenal acd宙 deS Which in
turn led to an increase in accnled ALT―PE for their studants.
SuDerViSorv StudieS Involving ALT―PE
In orderto understand ALT―PE itis necessary to start witt the Bcgnrung
Teacher Evduddon Smdics(B‐S)。CarOll(1963ystated thatthe“
"e tO whiCha student was involved in learning,as lneasuKえl by time,was one ofthe rnost
lmportant factors in creating a｀faivttble learning envlronment. In 1972 the Far
West Laboratory for Education Research and Deヾel pmentin San Francisco
identifl“ゴ¬e as tte mostim,椋antdヾab"山響Was directly Кlated Ю smdent
leaming;dlis research effort carne to be blown as B‐So As a result fthe B‐S
studies,Berliner(1979)suggested that the nttc_On―taSk could be used as a prOduet
measllre of actual student achievement. The concept oftime―on―task wastemed
Academic lκarning Time(ALD and deflned as the arnount Ofime a student spends
engaged in relevanttasks with a high deまee Of mccess.勁eB口ES concept of
2l
ALT was modified by Siedentop et d.'(1979) to provide an observation instnrment
that would allow the coding of ALT in physical activity. This modification of ALT
was named ALT-PE and was defined as the amount of ALT accrued by a student
involved in a physical education ilass. A'subcategory of ALT-PE, ALT-PE(M) is
ttie amount of time a student is successfully engaged in a nelevant motor task.
One of the fint investigations that studied tlie effects of feedback on the ALT-
PE of students was conducted by Whaley (1980). Twelve students from four
schools were observed in their daily physical education class for 7 weeks.
Teachers and students both were made aware that more engaged time and motor
responses were desirable; however,'the means of,accomplishing this was not
discussed. Daily feedback to both teachers and students continued throughout the
study. The findings indicated that daily motitoring and'feedback had no significant
effects on the ac-crued ALT-PE or teaching behavior.
A similar study was initiated by Biidwell (1980). Three in-service physical
educators received instruction and daily feedback in an effort to increase students'
ALT-PE and ALT-PE(M). The teacher was ndt only made aware that changes in
management, feedback, and student nonengaged time were desirable but also
insrtucted them as to how this might be achieved. The results indicated a siinificant
increase in both ALT-PE and ALT-PE(M) for all classes observed. ALT-PE
increased fiom a average of,34.77o to 57.3Vo, and ALT-PE(M) increased from
17.57o to 37.7?o.
Paese'(1982) evaluated the effects of feedback on the ALT-PE and ALT-
PE(M) of two student teachers teaching volleyball classes at the secondary level.
Both teachers received verbal and written feedback following each of their observed
ゝ
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classes. 勁 e use offeedback led to an increase in motor engagement hrn an
average of 18:5%duHng baseline to 4%after introducdon of feedback An
increase was dso seen in the arrlollnt of accrued ALT―PE(M);dliS Charig  from
7.5%to 19%l
Bcamer(1983)inveSdgated the effects offeedback on the ALT―PE of nine
phystdeducadonstudengatttjllnior“ghlevd and・山ett twoじκhers.Teκhぃ
were ask“to increase large group monitonng,to organize the class into acd宙ties
faster;and to glve more feedback to the low―slcined studёnts.The results indicated
山atthrough intervention an increase in ALT―PE was observed at one school but
not at the other。口he factors that affected ALT―PE werethe nam Ofthe acd宙ty,
dle allnount′of actlvity time available,and the effldent use ofactlvity time.
Metzler(1981)asseSSed the value ofinterventiOns tO increase ALT―PE。¶hee
smdens and a smdenttぬcherfrom each oftwo archery classes served as suttects.
■1ぴbaschne measurements showd low percentages of ALT―PE(M),mOtOr
responding,and rnotor engagemento After dle inteⅣention,an increase in motor
engagement and ALT―PE(M)waS ObServed,along宙th a decrease in the student
walung tlme.
GHffln(1986)studied the effects of convendonal supervlsory feedback and
systematic silpervisory feedback on the teaching beha宙ors of 44 pre―service
phydcd educadon cacherso Each suttect Was宙deot ped two tunes while taching
in a micro―peer settmgo Sttectt Were randody assigned to control and treament
groups。勁e su可∝s in the∞ntrol group rece市
“
∞nventiOnd supervisory
feedback while viewing ttdr videotape.nesu可∝tSin the tre m nt grOup
received instructlon and supオvision in ALT―PE in addition to the conventional
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feedback. Results indicated that the students of the“teachers in the treament grOup
accnぬmOre ALT―PE,spentlesξ‐ime in mmsi¨n and lmnagementもchttors ttd
lnore tiη∝ n galne play.In addidon,the teachers who received illsmcdon and
・supewisicill in AET―PE w(発mttDettt～C andlttVidedmoreopportunityo
their students to be acdvely invo市ed。
cB五en(1985)inveStigated the erects ofinsmc■on in and supervision
dlrough ALT―PE on tte relationship betwech the perce市ed taching bchaviors and
the observed teachingbehaviors of30 pre―s rvice physical ducators.Each suttect
was videotaped on three ttparate occasions while teaching in a micro―peer settmg。
Each tape was coded using ALT―PEo Pr orto and fouo宙ng each宙deotaped℃lass,
cach suttect fllledout tte TQSA.Based on the ALT―PE categories,dl TQSA was
used b record the pe“eived Studentゞbehaviors.The treament grOup rece市ed
inStruction and supervision thЮgh ALT―PE a d the coniol group r∝eived
conventional supervisory feedback.The sutteCtS in the treament grOup were also
shown a Comparison oftheir post―class stimates from the TQSA and the observed
scores tom the ALT―PE instrumento The results indicateduat pre_servlce physical
educatorsinsmcted in and supemsed drough ALT―PE provided dle士stu en“
■ith more opportunities to accrue ALT―PE han those students in the Classes taught
by the teachers that received only convendOnal feedback。
In a follow―up study to O!B五enis(1985)study,Higgins(1991)investigated
the lasting effects ofinsmction and supeⅣision drough ALT―PE on the
relationship between pcrceived and obseⅣed b ha宙ors ofphysical educauon
student teachers and their students. Twenty‐six physical educatlon student
teachers,who had earlier partlcipated in O'BHcゴs study,served as suttccヽfOr this
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investigation. The assignment of subjects to control and treatnent groups was
based on the type of supervisory feedback they received as phn of O'Brien's study.
Each subject was videotaped on three separate occasicins while teaching his/her
regularly scheduled classes. Before and immddiately following each videotaped
class, each subject frlled out the TQSA to record the preceii,ed students' behaviors.
Only the post-class estimates from the TQSA were used for analysis. Higgins
concluded that physical education student teachers who received instruction and
sfpervision through ALT-PE were significantly more accurate in estimating their
students' behaviors. It was also revealed that physical education student teachers
who had been instructed in and supervised through ALT-PE during O'Brien's
study had students who accrued more ALT-PE than those students whose teachers
only received ionventional supervisory feedback. Finally, it was conclud-ed that the
effects of instruction and supervision through ALT-PE were still maintained dp to t
year following cessation of training.
Summary
The literature relevant to this study suggests that the use of systematic
supervisory feedback is an effective means of modifying teaching behaviors. A
number of reSearchers have used CAFIAS feedback in an attempt to alter student
teachers behaviors. Geny (1977), Hendrickson (1975), and Vogel (L976) revealed
that those student teachers who r&eived instruction in and supervision through
CAFIAS demonstrated more indirect teaching behaviors than'those student teachers
who received only conventional feedback. Inturrisi (1979), Rochester (1976), and
van der Mars (1979) found these stldent teachers to be more effective, to have
more positite attitirdes, and to be more perceptive reldtive to classroom intdractions.
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Several studies have used the ALT―PE insment tO rneasure dle amount of
accrued ALT―PE in a physical education setting. The erects ofvarlous    ・
interventions and supervisory feedback on the accrued ALT‐PE of studen s h s
been invesligated by Birdwell(1980),G五ffm(1986),MetZler(1981),PaeSe
(1982),and Whaley(1980)。]heSe invesdgadons revealed thatteachers who
rece市ed intervendon and supervisory feedback provided more opportunities for
accrued ALT‐PE by their students.01BHen(1985)inveStigated the effects of
insmction in and supじrvision through ALT―PE on the relationship between
perceived and obseⅣed teaching behaviors ofpre―service physical educators。
Results revealed that the pre―service physical educators who received insmction
and supervision through ALT―PE were signiflcandy more accurate in estimating
observed students'behaviors in addition to providing their students uath more
accrued ALT―PE than those students whose teachers only received conventional
feedback.
Stu(五es that investigated the lasting effects of systernatic supervlsory feedback
were conducted by Getty(1977),Grecic et al。(1984) and Mancini et al。(1982)。
They showed thatthe effects ofinstruction and supervision in CAFIAS on teaching
behaviors and teacher effectiveness could be maintalned up to 4 years fo1lowing dle
cessation ofthe training pe五〇do Higgins(1991)fOund dle effects of instructlon and
supervision through ALT―PE could be maintainしd up o l year fo1lo宙ng the   、
completion of the training penod.
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This chapter concerns iself with the methods and procedures utilized to
gather data for this"investigation. Included are selection of Subjects, testing
instrument, Eeatment of subjecs, procedures, methods of data collection,'
coder reliability, scciring of data, treatment of data, and a summary.
Selqction of Subjeas
The subjects for this investigation were 26 physical education student
teachers enrolled in either the 1985 fall or'1986 spring secondary phase of
their student teaching assignment at Ithaca Coliege,Ithaca, New York. These
subjecs had participated previously in a study by O'Brien (1985) that
investigated the effectiveness of two types of supervisory feedback,
conventional and systematic, on pre-service teachers'behaviors during micro-
peer teaching. All subjects signed an informed consent form (see Appendix
A).
Testing Instrumeltt
Cheffers' Adaptation of .Fl anders' Interactidn Analysi s S ystem
(CAFIA-S))(Cheffers, 1972\ was used to measure the behaviors and
interaction''patterns between the teacher and their studentS: - CAIIL{S is a
system developed primarily.for use during physical activity classes to
objectively record both verbal and nonVerbal behdviors exhibited by a teacher
and his/her students in a class setting. Behaviors are recorded every 3 s or
any time a change in behavior occurs.
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Tratment of Subi∝ts
All suttectsinv01ved in the study were videottd the septtlte dmes
while teaching thett regularly scheduled classes.The suljects were divided
into nvo grOups: dlose who had received conventional supervisory feedback
as part of OIBrien's(1985)studシ(CbntЮl group)and thOse who had rece市d
systematic supervisory feedback as part of O'BHers study(treament_group)。
Procedllres
Twenty―s破physical education studёn  teachers participated.in this、
study.Each suttect Was宙deotaped three dmes while teaching theL normany
scheduled classes.Du五ng the宙d otaplng each sutteCt WOre a wireless
micЮphone.The length ofeach宙
“
otaped t9T i■g｀SessiOn was
appЮ対mately 40 mn。¶he acd宙ty chosen for each.particular lesson,in
additもn,dle tt OfiCachhg Style,was」decided by the student tachむ。ne,
SutteCtS Were divided into two groups ttose suttec、whO had recdv d
convendond supervisory feedback were plaC“in山O COntrol group,and
dlose sutteCヽWhO had rece市ed sysematic supervisory feedback were placed
in the treament groupo A total of78 classes weだ宙deottped,39 bm each
group.
Methods ofData Colleclon
■Кe宙deotapes Ofeach suttect pЮ宙ded data for dle andysis。■e
videotapes were coded by an expert coder,Dr.Victor Ho Mancini,using the
CAFIAS instrument。
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Codpr Reliability
The reliabilty of ttre coder was determined by randomly selecting one
videotape from the control group of teachers and one videotape from the
treatment group of teachers. Each tape was coded during nvo independent
observation sessions by Dr. Victor H. Man0ini, an expert coder in the use of
CAI{AS. The.top 10 cells were ranked, and the,Spearman rank-oider
correlatiSn was utilized
Scoring of Data
bata collected from the coding of CAFIAS were analyzed using a
computer. The matrices, tabulated ratios, and the percentages of behavior
exhibited were indicated on the computei printouts.
Treatment of Data
Descriptive statistics were calculated. Visual comparisons of the data
were used to determine the differences in teaching behaviors between the
control and'the trearnent teachers. The mean percentage of behaviors for ttre
major CAFIAS parameters, CAFI.AS variables, and predominant interaction
patterns were compared to aid in the decision making.
Summary
Twenty-six physical education student teachers enrolled in either the
1985 fall or 1986 sDring student teaching practicum at Ithaca College,Ithaca;
New York served as subjects. The subjecs were-divided into wo groups:
those who had received conventional supervisory feedback as part of
O'Brien's (1985) study (control group), and those who had received
systematic supervisory feedback as part of O'Brien's study (treatment group).
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Each subject was videotaped on three separate occasions while teaching
his/hefregularly"scheduled classes.
The 78 videotaped sessions,39 from gac.h group, were then coded by
: an expert coder, Dr. Victor H. Mancini, using CAI{AS. The data for
analySis were collecterC from the videotapes,'and the codingS were then
computer analyzed to determine the percentages of the major CAIIL{S
parameters and predominate interaction panerns. Descriptii'e statistics were
calculated, and visual comparisons were made to determine the relative
standings of both groups on each CAFIAS varidble.
Chapter 4
ANALYSIS OFDATA
.Presented in this chapter are the results that were found when comparing the
teacher behaviors and interaction panerns of the control group of student teachers
and the treatment $oup of student teachers. CAITIAS was used to measure the
behdvior and interaction panerns bEtween ttre teacher and hiVher students.- Thib
chapter has be€n divided into the following sections: (a) coder reliability, (b)
analysis of behaviors and interaction patterns, and (c) summary.
Coder Reliability
ln order to determine the reliability of the coder for this investigation one
videotape from the control goup of teachers and one videotape from the treatrnent
group of teachers were randomly selected from 78 tapes: Each tape was coded
during two independent observation sessions. The top 10 cells were ranked and the'
Spearman rank-order correlation was applied to the tankings. Stability-reliability
for the CAFIAS coding was established at .97, iridicating that the coder, Dr. Victor
H. Mancini, was reliable.
Analysis of Behaviors and Interaction Patterns
Table 1 indicates the percentage of the major CAITIAS parameters for both the
control goup of teachers and the trcatrnent goup of teachers. The reatrnent group
of tbachers exhibited more questioning to the students CITQR), using questions
l6.2Vo of the time as opposed to 5.4%o"by the control group. One of the most
significant differences found between the groups was in the area of teachers' use of
acceptance and praise ([TAPR) which occurred 7l.lVo of the time for the
|｀
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Table l
Use of Malor CAFIAS Parameters bv the Control‐and Trearm nl■ぅnchtts
CAFIAS
Parameters
Control
Group
Tument
Group
Total Teacher Contibution (TTC)
Total Student Contribution (TSC
Total Silence and./or Confusion (SC)
Total Teacher Use of Questions (I'I'QR)
Total Teacher Use of Acceptance and PrAise G'I'APR)
Totdl Student Initiation, Teacher Suggested GSfiSR)
Total Student lnitiation, Student Suggested (TSISSR)
Content Emphasis, Teacher Input (CETI)
Teacher as Teacher flT)
Other Student as Teacher (ST)
Environment as Teacher (ET)
Verbal Emphasis (VE)
Nonverbal Emphasis (I{VE)
Class Structure as One (W)
Class Structure as Part (P)
Teacher Empathy to Students' Emotions (TE)
50。1
36.2
13.7
5。4
26.5
56。3
4.2
38.2
99。9
0.0
0.0
50。1
49。9
96。5
315
0.1
49。1
37.8
13.1
16.2
71。1
80。1
7.5
34。1
99。7
0。3
0.0
47.9
52.1
91。 1
8.9
0。1
?
?
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treatment group compared'to 26.5Vo of the time for the control goup, reflecting a
difference of 44.5Vo. This would indicate that the treatment group of teachers
exhibited a greater amount of praise and acceptance of their studentS' efforts lnd
ideas.
Students in the treatnent teachers'clasSes tended to exhibit more student-
initiated bOhavior, wittr'a significant difference found in the teacher-suggested
category (TSITSR). Studens in the treatment teachers'classes initiated bbhavior
through teacher suggestion 80.l%o of the tiine, arid the control group students
exhibited this behavior only 56.37o of the time. The difference was only moderate
with regards to student-initiated behavior, student-suggested ([SNSR); the
treatment group exhibited this type of behavior 7.5Vo of the time compared to 4.2Vo
by the control goup. A moderate dei'ree of,difference occurred bet'ween the groups
in the area of content emphasis-teacher input (CETI); in'this instance, the control
group teachers exhibited this behavior 38.2Vo compared to 34.lVo of the time for
the treatrnent group, representing a diffdrence of 4.17o. The teachers in the control
group gave slightly more verbal (VE) information to their students, 50.17o to
47.9To,and the treatment group teachers utilized slightly more nonverbal
infoimatibn (NVE), 52.l7olo 4g.lVo,compared to the.control group. The control
group teachers favored teaching their classes as one unit (W); this was done nearly
ttre entire time or 96.5Vo. The treatment group, while Still teaching the majority of
the time as one unit (9l.lVo), did incorporate the'use of small groups and
individual work (P) 8.9Vo of the tiine as compared to3.5Vo of the time by the
control group, for a differerice of 5.4Vo. Only minimal differences occurred in the
areas of total teacher contribution (ffc), total student contributions (TSC), total
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silence and confusion or student―to―student interacdon(SC),and teacher empathy to
students'emotions c□E).
Table 2 shows the predonlmantintracdon p江
“
ms for bo h the cmtrOl group
ofteachers and the磁tment group ofteachers。 lhis shows the most predominant
sequences in which behaviors∝cmed ttughoutthe classeso ne predominant
interacdon pattem for bodl groups Was the extended student―to―student int rpretlve
drills,scnmmage,or game playing(〔に10-助.ThiS pa“em∝cured 22.7%6f the
tilne in the treament group and 19.57b ofthe tilne in the control group. The next
most predominantintcraCtion Pattern for the control group was extended teacher
infomadon‐gi宙ng(5-5)。lhiS pattem occurred 16.9%ofthe time compared to
only 7.6%ofthe dme for dle trealment group.Andther frequent pattem for the
control group was teacherinfomadonigi宙hg folbwed by teacher direcdon
fouowed by Student predictable re,pOnse followed by more teacher directlons(5-6-
8-6ヌ.This pitem∝curred 15.5%bftte time Or nearly three times as oien as the
treatment group teachers who displayed dlis pattern 5.6%ofthe timeo Extended
student―to―student predictable responsc(8-10:8)hdtじaCher direcion fouowed by
student predictable response fo1lowed by more teacher direcdon(68k-6)were alSO
tequentpattems exhibited by tte control group ofteachers。
The second highest pattem exhibited by dle treament group was student
interpretive bcha宙or fo1lowed by teacher acceptance followed by fliner
interpredve beha宙or' y the student('ぃ3-詢。ThiS pa■em∝cmed 10。7%of the
dme compared to only l.4%ofthe time in the co,tr01 group.Tcacherinfomation―
giving fo1lowed by studentintepreive behavlorifo1lowed by fmherinfomadon―
ト
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Table 2
Occurrence lBetween cOntrol and Treament Teachers
Control Group
Interaction patterns Percenta"ge
Treatment Group
Interaction Pattems Percentage
8k-10-釈
5-5
5-6-8-6
8-10-8
6-86ヽ
5-g、5
5-8-5
卜3-a
卜2-S
4-8-4
19.5
16.9
15.5
7.5
6.4
5.6
5。4
1.4
1.4
1.3
.,ぃ10-&
8k-3-駄
5-8い5
5-5
卜2-駄
5-6-8-6
6-86ゞ
8-10-8
4-84ヽ
4-8-4
・22.7
10。7
8。7
7.6
5.8
5。6
3.8
3.2
2.5
2.2
ftable continuesヽ
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Interaction Pltern DescriPtion
8\-10-8\ Eitended'student-to-stuadnt interpretive drillsl'sqimma'ge', or gamie'
playing.
8\-3-8\ Student interpretive behaviors followed by teacher acceptance
followed by further interpretive behavior.
5-5 Extended'tea-chef information-giving,
5-N5 Teacher information-grving followed by student interpretive behavior
followed by further information-giving.
8\-2-8\ Student interpretive behavior followed by teacher praise followed by
more student interpretive behdvior.
5-6-8-6 Teacher inforination-grving followed by teacher direction followed by
student predictable response followed by more teacher dircction.
6-8\6 Teacher direction followed by student predictable response followed
by more teacher direction.
8-10-8 Extendedstudent-to-studentpredictableresponse.
5-8-5 Teacher information.gr,ring followtrC by student predictable response
followed by further teac her information- givin g.
4.8\-4 Teachef question followed by student interpretive behavior followed
by further teacher question.
4-8-4 Teacher question'followed by student predictable response followed
by further teacher question.
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giving(5-8k-5),exじnded teacher infottadon_L市ing(5-5),and Student intepretive
behⅢOrf01lowed by teachりpralse fou6wed by more studentinterpredVepehavior・
(8X-2-詢were dξO能quentpattins exhibited by the treamёnt cttherζclasses。
Table 3 shows the percentage of∝cllrrence ofme mりor cAFIAS variables
for both the control group ofteachers and the treament grOup ofteachers. 恥
CAFIAS variable ttat occmed the greatest percentage 6fthe time for the control.
group wastぬcherinfomadon―gi宙ng(5)i thiS t00k place 26。1%ofthe dme。
htettretive student response(詢,predictabl  student responsc(8),and
s」ence/confusion or student‐to‐student interaction(10/20)Were the next most
frequently occttng CAFIAS vanable,,OCCu面ng 19.5%,15。8%。 nd 13.77b of
the time,respectively。
Within山ごtreament grOup the CAFIAS vⅢable that∝cmed tte grettst
percentage ofthe time was interpredve student res"nSe(〔
";thiS took place 28。
1%
ofthe tmle。■じacher infoニュ1latiOn―gi宙ng(5),silence/confusion or student―to―
student interacdon(10/20),and'teacher use of accepuince(3)were the next most ヽ
tequently∝cumng cAFIAS variables.
Suinmarv
ln order to dete111line coder reliability for this study,one宙deotape was
randoniy selected彙om the 39 control group tapes and one videotape was randoniy
selected fbm the 39 treament group tapes.Each tape was coded using CAFIAS
during twO independent obscⅣation seSsions by Dr.ViCtor Ho Mancini,an expert
coder ofCAFIAS.The Юp 10 cells wγe ranked and then sutteCted to the
Spearman rank―o der correlation tec“iquC・The Fnean Correlation of。97 was
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Table 3
PercentaoЮ ofOccllrrence of Maior CAFIAS Variables
CAFIAS VariablesControlGroup Treatment Group
Teacher Use of Praise (2)
TeacherUse of Acceptance (3)
Teacher Information-Giving (5)
Teacher Dir6ctions (6)
Teacher Criticism (7)
Predictable Student Response (8)
Interpretive Student Response (8\)
Student Initiated Behavior (9)
Silence/Confusion or student-to-
student interactions ( 1 0/20)
3.1
2。9
26。1
13.6
3.0
15。8
19.5
0.8
13.7
8。2
11.7
17.5
6.6
1.5
7.5
28.1
2.3
13.1
Note. These calculations were based on 35,136 behaviors for the control group
and 4l,4l4behaviors for the treatment group.
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sufflcient to indicate that the coder was reliable.
Analysis ofthe use OfttOr CAFIAS parameters(see table l)revealed total
student initiation,teacher Suggested(TSΠ:SR),total teacher use ofquestions
mR),totalteacher use of a∝ptanc and praise crrAPR),and tOtal student
i」dation,student suggested cSISSR)were uSed more mluendy by the treament
grOup teachers compared to the control group teacherso Content emphasis,teacher―
input(CETD and Verbd emphasis O圧)∝Cur d mOre hquendy with the control
group teachers.The control gЮup prefer ed to teach the class as a whole unit oV),
whereas the treament group uduzed bOdl whole OV)and part unit(P)teaching
smctures. The control group had less student=suggeied student―initia e
behaiviors(TSISSR)and cOnsiderably less teacher―suggested student―ini a d
behavios CS「SR)。In addidOn,山e conttol group.used a signiicanⅢlじss
amount ofteacher acceptance and praise crAPR)。
The mostれquent interaction pattem(see table 2)for bOth the control and
treatment groups was extendod student―to―student interpretive drills,sc五面 age,or
galne plaメng(卜10-詢f ne next tequentintraction patttt for tte treament
grOup was studentinterpredve behavior followed by teacher ac∝ptance“ll wed by
funerintepredve beha宙or(〔ヽ3-詢。Also predominant'for the treatment gЮup
was teacher infolllladon―gi宙ng followed by studentinterpretive behaⅥor.fo1lowed
by further infolllladon―gi宙ng(5-8k-5).The next血ostpredominantinteractЮn
pattem for the control group was extended teacherinfomatiOn gi宙ng(5,5)。This
pattem was followed closely by teaёherinfottationiglving fo1lowed by teacher
direcdon followed byゞ血dent predictable response folbⅧ記by mor teacher
directiёns(5-6-8-6)。        (            1
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The most frequently occurring CAI{rd\S variable (see table 3) for the treaunent
group of teachers was interpretive student response (8\) followed by tehcher
informirtion-giving (5). The highest occurring CAFLAS variables for the control
group of teachers were teacher information-giving (5) end interpretive student
response (8\).
The results and subsequent analysis of the CAI{AS data led to the rejection of
the major hypothesis that there would be no significant differences in behaviors
betwe,en those teachers who received systematic supervisory feedback through
ALT-PE as part of O'Brien's study (treatment group) and those teachers who
received only conventional supervisory feedback as part of O'Brien's study (control
group), as measured by CAFIAS. The results indicate that differences between the
control and treaunent groups of teachers do ihdeed exist The treatment goup
teachers used considerably more.praise and acceptance of students' ideas and
a
efforts; they asked more questions and provided for more student.initidted
behaviors. The control group teachers were more.critical of their students' ideas
and efforts and spent significantly morc time giving dirbctions that produced
predictable student responses. Analysis of the data indicates that the changes in
teachers'behaviors produced by systematic supervisory feedback were sustained
even 1 year after the cessation of training.
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF RES■ILTS
The purpose ofthis invesugadon was to study dle lasing effects ofinsmcdon.
in and supeⅣision through ALT―PE on the teaching behaviors Ofphysical educatiOn
student tache応。CAFIAS was the insmlnent used to identify teacher and stildent
behaviors and interaction pattems. An ovemew of dle results ofthis study and a
companson of dlese results with tte flndings of other related studies reladve to the
effects of systematic supeMsory feedback on teaching behaviors using CAFIAS
and ALT―PE,and their lasting effeas,will be discussed.A sumllnary of results is
alsO provided.
Analysis ofthe use of CAFIAS pammeters(see table l)for bOth the treament
groupbf teachtts and the control group of teThers showed signiflcant differences .
between the groups in several areas. The ratest difference between groups
occmed in the area ofteacher useofacceptance and praise crrAPR)Jhe
trettIInent groづtaches exhibited ov∝twiCe the allnount of acceptancc and praise
of studentsi efforts and ideas as compared to the control groupo Student―initiated
behavior was also signiflcandy greater inlhe treament e「Oup s e宙d nced by the
high incidence of student―initiated behaⅥor,ビacher suggested(TSΠiSR)and
student―initiated behavior,student suggested(TSISSR).A consideiable difference
was also follnd in the area ofclass structllre;the control group teachers taught
ahnost exclusively to the class as a one unit oy),Whereas the treatment gЮup
teachers udhzed individual and small group instruction c)tO a much greater
degree.
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■ げ柿 st tequentinteracdon pattems ofthe treament and contЮl group
にachers(sed・tablじ2)yiёlded infomation as b thetequence ofbehaviors and dle
percenmge ofme缶∝cunenceo Ex“nod StuOen卜t ―studentintwretiVe drins,
scr―age or galne playing(g、10-詢WaS dle highest occllmg interacdon patterrL
for both groups,occllmng 22.7%ofthe ttt in the treament grOup compared to
19.5%of the dme for the control group teachers.It is at this point that the
sinlllarities between the groups end. Although both groups highest occll―g
interaction pa■ern was intepredve diills,scHhlnage,or game playlng,it was the
seqtence ofin"raCdOn pattems thatled up to this pattern and the pattem that
fouowed that produced the differences between groups.■e control group tachers
nexttwo most hequendy∝curing patterns involved the usc ofinfomadon。¶ y
gave infonnation in an extended manner(5-5)as weu asinfOmatiOn preceding
direcdons leading to a predictable sttdent response fouowed by further direcions
(516-8-6)。In cOntrast,the treatment gЮup teachers next most■equent pattem
involved studentinterpretive behaⅥors followed by acceptance fou"ed by l田威her
interpredve beha宙ors(〔ヽ3-助.
A number of bchaviors and interacdons were ch〔Цたterisdc ofthe t ament・
group ofteachers. neir students received signiflcantly more pralse and a∝eptance
oftheir effbrts and ideas as compared to those students in the control group.They
asked lnore quesions of meir stu"ntS and utilized血¨ individud and simdl"up
insmction。¶heir students had more interpredve ttspOnses and more inidated
behaviors than those students in the coJtrol group. The control group teachers
were more raditionalin the士'appЮach to teaching.ney spent a good deal of dle士
dme gi宙ng direcdons and infollllation that led to prcdictable responses by thelr
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studeits。 ■e control group teachers were more c五tical of dleir students'ideas and
efforts and spent nearly the whole time teaching to the class as one unit. 恥 ・
descripdve dam provided hm ths Smdy indcates ttat differences do exist,漱th
regards tO teacher bёh vior,between those studentteachers who rece市ed
insmc■on in and supewision through ALT―PE(treatment group)and thOSe student
teachers who received only convごndOnal supervisory feedback●ntrOl group).
CAFIAS haξ often been usod as a research tool and as part of a teacher
preparadon pЮgraln for physicd educadon m巧oぃ.In ad idon,several researchers
have used CAFIAS aSintervention in studies involving the effects ofinsmction
and supeⅣision in IA on teaching beha宙ors.I  this study,however,CAFIAS was
not used as the intervention but solely tO desc五be ttёeffects ofALT―PE on
teachers'behaviors.Direct comparison of.this present study,which used ALT―PE
as the insmment fOr intervention,to these studies is not possible. However,since
C劇〕嘔S was used tO measure teacher and student behavlor and interaction pattems
in dlis・study,some similanues to odler CAFIAS studies can be diScussedo Keilty
(1975)inveSigated the effects δf 15 hollrs ofinstrucion and Supewision in
CAFIAS on teacher effeciveness.¶he indings showed no signiflcant¬出降Кnce
for teacher behaviors or teacher effectiveness as a restilt of the tralning,unlike this
in,estigation where considerable(五fferences were recorded.
■le flndings of this study are conl卵ユen  with th se of Hendrickson(1975)
who used CAΠAS to train pre‐serⅥce physical educators during micro―peer
teachingo Control and treatment groups were assigntt The treament grOup
received insmctioゴin and feedback through CAFIAS and the control group
received only conventiOnal feedback.The flndings revealed that those pre―scMce
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teachers from the treatment group used more teacher praise and acceptance, asked
more queStions, and used more individual and'small Broup instnrction. Rochester
(1976)'also used instruction in and supervision through CAI{AS on pre-service
teachers. She established that thobe student teachers who received additional
CAITIAS coding experience in addition to the CAI]L{S feedback asked more
questions of their students, talked less, and had more student-initiated behavior.
These findings are in accordance with this investilation. Teachers in the'ueatment
group asked more questions and had more student-initiated behaviors, both teacher-
and student-suggested.
Vogel (1976) studied the effects of instruction and supervision in CAFIAS on
physical education student teachers. He found that those student teachers who
received systematic supervisory feedback in CAFIAS used more acceptance and
praiSe, asked more questions, and permitted more verbal and nonverbal snrdent-
initiated behaviors. These results are similiar to the findings of this investigation.
Thd results of this study are in accbrdance with the findings of Stevens (1980)
who investigated the effects of instruction and supervision in CAITIAS on teaching
behaviors. The data revealed that the treaunent group teachers showed an inciease
in praise, acceptance, questioning, and student interpretive behavior. The effects of
feedback and interpretations of CAFIAS on the attitudes and teaching behaviors of
physical education students were investigated by Inturrisi (1979). Treaunent and
control groups were assigned relative to the type of feedback each subjectreceived.
The treaunent $oup received additional systemaiic supervision through CAFIAS,
and the control group received only conventional rlpe feedback. Teacher attitudes
were assessed using the TSRT. Results showed that those student teachers who
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rece抽d feedback and inteTretadon in CAFIAS htt more positive_teaching`
beha宙伊stand attitudes than dlose student teachers in dle control group who
received only conventional supervisory feedback.
several researchers have used ALT―PE to proⅥde teachers宙th systematic
supemsory feedback. In this invesugation ALT―PE was used s nteⅣentionヽ〃hil
CAFIAS was used to descnbe teacherゞb haviors.Dir ct comparison of this
present study which combined the use ofALT―PE anid CAΠAS to these studies
which used ALT―PE is■ot possible.However,since ALT―PE wホu ed as tte
interventiOn in this study,some similanties to other ALT―PE studies can be
distussedo The Cffects ofdifferentinterventions and fonns offeedback on
studentゞALT―PE were Studied by several researchers.0:BHen(1985)
invesigated the eff∝ts ofinsmcdon in and supervision仕瞑)ugh ALT―PE on the
relatlonship between perceived and 01ヽeⅣed stild ntゞbehaviors in classes taught
by pre―sewice physical educadon teachers.The TQSA was used to record the
perceived studentSi behaviors. Treatinent and control groups were assigned,with
the control group recciving co前
“
dond fe“,a9Ⅲゝdthetreament grOupreceived
insmcdon in and Supervision thЮugh ALT―PEo lt was concluded that pre―scⅣice
phゾSiこal educators who were insmcted in andlsupervised through ALT―PE・were
signiflcantly more accurate in estiFnating obseⅣed students'beha宙ors。 ■ se
teachers also had students who accru“more ALT―PE dlan those studentsin the
classes taught by the control group teachers. This appears to be simlliar to the
flndings Of this Study. In this study, the control group teachers spent considerably
more ume gi宙ng d recdons and int】ニュl don,s udents spent more dme waidng,
were less acive,and had less opportunity tO accrue ALT―PE.
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The findings of this study are in accordance with the findings of Grifflrn
(1986) who investigated the effecs of conventional supervisory feedback and
systematic supervisory feedback received through ALT-PE. Control and treatment
groups were randomly assigned, with the control group receiving conventional
feedback aird the treatment goup receiving systematic supervisory feedback in
ALT-PE. The findings revealed that students of tdachers in the treatment group
accrued more ALT-PE, spent less time in transition and management behaviors and
more time in game play. Students of teachers in the control group spent more time
waiting around inactive than those students in the treatment goup. The teachers in
ttre reaunent group werc more effective and provided morc opportunities for their
students to be actively involved in class.
The use of ALT-PE and CAFIAS to gather data to provide systematic
supervisory feedback has been used in a number of studies in the past. Only a few
researchers have investigated whether the changes in teachers' and students'
behaviors produced by systematic supdrvisory feedback are specific to the
instnrment.used.
Mancini et al. (1983) conducted a study to assess the effects of instruction and
supervision in CAFIAS on the ALT-PE of high-burnout secondary physical
education teachers. Treatrnent and control groups were assigned, with the control
group receiving conventional supervisory feedback ahd thotreatment group
receiving instnrction, supervision, and feedback in CAITLAS. Students in the
control goup exhibited an increase in accrued ALT-PE fromZlVo to26Vo, while
the tearnent group students saw an increase in accrued ALT-PE from277o a
46Vo. Asa resulq it was detemiined that syst-ematic supervisory feedback using
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CAFIAS can mdify teachers'and.studenslbehaviors and can also have an affect
on the accrued ALT-PE.
In a study tliat mirrors the procedures used in this investigation, Grecic et al.
(1984) investigated the lasting effecs of training in 66F1q5 on the ALT-PE of
students taught by in-service physiial educators. As was the case iir this study, thie
subjects in iheir study had participated in d previous intervention study during
undergraduate taining. Assignment of subjects to control and tneaunent wils based
on what type of supervisory feedback each had received during teacher training.
Ttre findings revealed that treatment group students were more aitively invcilved'in
class and accrued nearly twice as much ALT-PE, 4o.l?o compared to2l.3Vo for the
contrdl group students. They concluded that the insuiiction and supbrvision in
CAITIAS was responsible for the significant differencbs observed in ttre accrued
ALT-PE. In addition, it was determinei that the'effects of instnrction and
supervision in CAI{AS on student ALT-PE were"maintained I to 4 years after
cessation of thctaining period. Their findings are congruent with the findings of
this investigation which revealed significant differences in'teacher behaviors as a
result of the systematic supervisory feedback using ALT-PE received during
undergraduate training. It was determined- in this invesiigation that these effects on
teachers' behaviors were maintained 1.year after cessation of the training period.
Although numerous researchers have compared the effectS of conventional
and systematic supervisory feedback, only a few researchers have conducted
follow-up investigations to determine whether the effects are long-lasting. Geuy
(1977) found that teachers who have systematic supervisory feedback in CAI{{S
asked more questions of their snrdents, used - more acceptance and praise of
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students''ideas- and efforts, and illowed more student initiated behavior bompared '
to teachers who received conveirtional supervisory feedback. [n addition, he
determined that these effects on teaching behaviois from instnrction and supenrision
in CAFLAS could be maintained I month after training had ended. Mancini et al.
(1979) usbd the 1PCQ on ttie same set of subjects to study the lasting effects of
instructibn and supenrision in CAI{AS. They found that the treatnent goup
subjecs scored higher onthe TPCQ than those subjecs in the control group.
Teacher effectiveness could also tle maintained over a l:month period.
The findings of this study are in accordance with the findings of Mancini et al.
(1982) who investigated the lasting effects of instruction and supervision in
CAFIAS on teaching behaviors, effectiveness, and attitudes of in-service physical
educators up to 4 years following cessation of raining. -They found that teachers
who received systematic supervisory fe'edback in CAFIAS during teacher training
were more indirect in their teaching style arid made inore use of verbal and
nonverbal acceptance praise and questioning in their classes than those teachers
who received only conventional supervisory feedback during tbacher training. In
addition it was concluded that these effects could be maintained 1 to 4 years after
the cessationbf uaining in CAFIAS.
The findings of this study dre congruent with those of Higgins (1991) who
investigated the lasting effecs of instruction and supervision through ALT-PE on
the relationship between perceived and observed behaviors of physical education
student teachers and their students. Twenty-six physical'education student
teacher's, who had darlier participated in a study by O'Brien served as subjecs.- The
assignment of control and treannent groups was based on the type of supervisory
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feedback they had received as part of O'Brien's study. From the findings it was
concluded ttrat those studbnt teachers who received instnrction and supervision
.through ALT-PE had students who accrued more ALT-PE than those studenS
whose teachers only received conventional supenrisory feedback. In addition, it
was concluded that the effects of instnrction and supervision through ALT-PE were
still maintained up to I year following cessation of training.
This present study was a follow-up to O'Brien's'(1985) to determine the
lasting'effects.of instruction in and supervision through ALT-PE on the teaching
behaviors;as mOasured by CAFIAS, of physical education student teachers: Thb
teachers who received instruction in and supervision through ALT-PE used more
praise and acceptance of stfldents' ideas and effordb, asked more questions of their
students, encouraged more student-initiated behaviors, both teacher-suggested and
student-suggested, and used more individual and small group class structures.
The findings from this investigation pirovide information in tivo areas that are
substantiated by previous studies. Evidence suggests that the use of systematic
supervisory feedback through CAFIAS or ALT-PE can prcduce a number of
positive changes in teachers' and students'behaviors, not necessarily specific to the
instrument'rised, resulting in a more effective and productive learning environment.
Secondly; these positive behavior modifications produced from systematic
supervisory feedback through CAFIAS or ALT-PE are long-lasting. The resuls of
this investigation support the inclusion of ALT-PE and CAFIAS instnrction and
supervision in the undergraduate teacher training curriculum. Since the effects of
systematic supervisory feedback were long-lasting, it would indicate that the use of
ダ
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ALT-PE and CAFIAS feedback has the pcitential to assist pre-service teachers to be
more effective in-service teachers.
Summary
Significant differences were found in teacher behaviorb between those student
teachers who received instruction in and supervision through ALT-PE (ubhtnent
group) and those student'teachers who received only conventional supenrisory
feedback (control grbup). This led to the rejection of the major hypothesis which
stated that there would be no significant difference in the behaviors of snrdent
t-eachers who received instnrction in and supervision'through ALT-PE and those
student teachers who did not receive instnrction in and'supervision through
ALT-PE.
The effects of instruction and supervision'in ALT-PE were similar to a
number of intervention and feedback studies that involved CAI{.AS. The findings
of this'.study closely resemble those of Hendrickson (1975),Inturrisi (L979),
Rochester (1976), Stevens (1980), and Vogel (1976). They detenfrined that the
process of receiving systematic supervisory feedback was found to be dffectiVe in
bringing about desired changes in teachers' and students'behaviors. Teachers who
received systematic supervisory feedback through CAFIAS used a greater amount
of fraise'and acceptance of students' ideas and efforts, asked more questions of
their students, had less teacher talk, had more student-initiated behavior, used more
individual and small grbup instruction, and had more student-to-student iirterpreiive
behavior ttran those teachers that received only conventional supewisory feedback.
The findings relative to the effects of instruction and supervisory feedback in
ALT-PE were similar to those of O'Brien (1985) and Griffin (1986). These
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researchers concluded that as a result Of systematic feedback hough ALT―PE
teachersi and,Studentsi beha宙ors can  modifled and more desirable behaviors
producedo Teachers who had received ALT―PE feedback were found to be rnore
accurate in estimating studentst beha宙ors,spend less time in transition and
mttagerid behavior,and provide more opportunity foiI・accrued ALT―PE f he士
students ttan those teachers who receivod only conventonal feedback。
Only a few researchers have addressed the question of whether or not dle
effects of systemadc supervisoryちdback are speciflc to the behaⅥors targ ted by
the instrument or produced a multitude of ёhanges in teachersi and students:
behaviorso More speciflcally,and relative to this and,other related investigations,
can systematic supervisory feedback using ALT―PE prodtte changes in teachers'
and students!lbehaviors that are measllrable using CAFIAS or,conversely,can
systemadc supervisory feedback us●g CAFIAS produce changesin studenも'
invo市ementthat are measurable by ALT―PE?Grecic et al。(1984),ManCini et al.
(1983),and thiS researcher have sOught answers to ttese quesdons。■ e results
hm these invesigalons indiCate tthtthe use of systemadc supeMsory feedback
does indeed produce deshble changes in“ac er and student behaviors,beyond
those changes speciic to the insmment.Grecic et al。(1984),and Mancini
(1983)revealed that teachers that rece市d system dc superⅥso y f edback thЮugh
CAFIAS had students who were more acdvely llvold in class and accrued lnore
ALT―PE than those students whose teachers received only conventional feedback。
This invesigadon ltteded ttat systern盤ゃSupい礎ζory f“dbたk ttmgh ALT―PE
produced desirable changes in student teacherゞbehaviors.They us d signi,Candy
more prdSc and acceptance ofsmdenぼioc■iand e面■s,mOre quesdons,and
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all“ed for rnore student―initiated beha宙ors than those student teachers who
,ceived 6nly conventional feedback.
This investigationis ttdings coincide with past studies'that investigated the
lasting effects J systemadc supervisory feedbacko Getty(1977)and Mancini et al.
(1979)shoWed thatthe effects of systemadc supervisory feedback on teaching
beha宙ors and｀teacher effectiveness could be Fllamtalned l mondl after cessatlon of
taining. Higgi,s(1991)ShOWed thatthe effects ofinsmction and supervision in
ALT―PE could be maintained l year followini cessatiOn ofttainin倉。Mancini et al.
(1982)slowed thatthese effects could be maintalned up to 4 years after Cessadon
of tralning。
Chapter 6
SUMMARY,00NCLUSIONS,AND RECOMMENDA■ONS
FOR FIIR…R STUDY
Sumrnarv
■is study was conducted to detemine the lasting e“∝ts ofinsmction and
supemsion in CAFIAS on studentteacherゞbeha宙ors and interactions with tte缶
stildents.The 26 student teachett selected for inclusion in ttis study pammptted in
01B五ents investigation in 1985。 She investigated the effects ofinsmction in and
supervision through ALT―PE on the relationship betw∝n perceiv d and observed
、studentsi behaviors in classes taught by pre―service physlcal educators. She
concluded that pre―servic  physlcal educators insmcted in and supervised ttugh
ALT―PE were signiflcantly lnore accurate in estimating obseⅣed s ude tsl
behaviorso She also concluded that pre―sewice phttiOd ducators instructed in and
supewised through ALT―PE had SttdeゴtS WhO accrued more ALT―PE than dlose
students in the classes taught by cachers who rece市ed ttly Onventi nal
supewisOry feedback.The suttects Were di宙ded into two gЮups fo this study:
血ose whごhad reccived convendonal supervisory feedback were placed in the
con“l group and those who had received systeFnatiC supemsory feedback were
placed in the treament group.
Data for analysis were coll∝ted ibm three宙deotapes made ofeach teacher
while teachng thёtt regularly scheduled classes.Using CAFIAS the宙d∞均
"s
were then coded to descHbe dle teacher―tudentin r ctions and behavlors occumng
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in each class.' Thb CAFIAS coaings were comiluter hnalyz'ed. Percehtages were
determined for th'e major CAFLAS parameters, predbminant:interaction patterns,
and'behaviors. Descriptive statistics were calculated, and visual comparisons were
made to ddtermine the relative standings of both grcups on each CAIIL{S variable.
Analysis of the major C{IrI/{S pafirmeters revealed that total teacher use of
acceptance and praise ([TAPR) and teacher use of questions [tQR) occurred to a
greater degree ih the treatrnent teachers'clas3es. Students in th'e treatment teachers'
classes exhibited more student initiated behaviors, both teacher-suggested
(TSITSR) and student-suggested (TSISSR). The reatinent group teachers utilized
more group and individual structure (P) in their classes as opposed to the near
exclusive irse of the whole unit (W) teaching structure employed by the control
group teachers. The control group teachers were more critical of their students'
idehs and efforts (7). They spent considerably more time giving directions (6),
nearly twice as much time as the treann'ent $oup teachers (13.6%o compared to
6.6Vo). They also provided for significantly less student interpretive type responses
(8\) than the treatrnent teachers (l9.5Vo compdred to28.l%o).
The predominant interaction pattern for both the control and treatnent groups
was extended student-to-student interpretive drills, scrimmage, or game'play (81
lG8\). The next inost frequent occurring interaction pattem for the treatrnent group
was student interpretive behavior followed by teacher acceptance followed by
further interpretive behavior (8\3-8r); whereas, extended teacher information-
giving (5-5) was the next most predominant interaction pattern for ttre control
group.
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Analysis of the individual CAI{AS variables revealed that t}re treafilent goup
teachers provided for more student interpretive responses, were more inclined to
accept students' ideas, were more supporting of the students' efforts, and asked
more qubstions of their students. The cortrol goup teachers were more traditional
in their teaching style. They spent more time talking which resulted in less activity
for their students. The information and directions that they gave produced
predibtable qpe responses from their students ih contrast to ttre higher percentage
of student interpretive responses found in the treatnent group teachers' students.
These findings led to the rejection of the major hypothesis that stated that there
would be no significant difference in the behaviors of student teachers who received
instruction in and supervision through ALT-PE and those student teachers who
received only conventional supervisory feedback.
Conclusions
The resuls of this study led to the iollowing conclusions regarding the lasting
effects of instruction and'supervision in ALT-PE on teachers' behaviors and
interactions with students as measured by CAFIAS:
1. The teaching behaviors of the trea[iient group of teachers and the contol
group of teachers differed significantly. The treafinent goup of teachers gave more
praise and acceptance of students' ideas and efforts, asked more questions of their
students, and provided for more interpretive student respbnse than the control
group teachers. The control group teacherS were more,critical of their students
ideas and efforts and spent more time givirig directions and information than those
teachers in the Eeatrnent group.
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2。 ■ e effects ofinsmction in and supdvision through ALT=PE were・still
maihtained up to l year fouowing CesSation ofmining
R∝δrttnendations for Fむ血er Studv
勁じfouowing recornmendationS were rnade for fuher study:
1. A study ofthe long―tellll effects ofinsmction in and supervlsion through
ALT―PE on different teacher subgroups,such as nlale and female,elellnentary and
secondary,and by,ars of expeHence.
2.A follow‐up study using the satt sutteCtS in this study to dete.1.line if the
long_tem effects ofinstmcdon in and supervision hough ALT―PE are mainta ned
beyond the yearfouoⅥng t=uning。
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Appendix A
INFORMED 00NSENT FORM:
STUDENT TEACHER 00PY
l.Purooseo Research is being condttted to inveslgat the last“g effec s of
mstruction and supervlslon ln Acadenllc Larnlng Time on student teachersi
behaviors and interactions宙th students｀i  heir classes.¶he tudent teachers  .
selected for inclusion in this investigation participated in a study last year where
they receiVed insmction and supervlSion in ALT―PE while viewing the宙deotapes
of their micro―pee  teachingo The results of the investiganon revealed that those
preisemce teachers who had received instruction and supewision in ALT―PE were
,signiflcantly more aware oftheir beha宙ors and interactions with their studeits.
This study is beinL COnduCted todetenmne whether鰤e effects of systematlc
supervisory feedback on teachers'bcha宙ors and intera tions are long lasting by
宙
“
otaping the su可∝t l year after the士raining durihg ther studentにお ing
expenencet■l 宙deotapes will‐be cded'using ttte ChefferゞAdaptation・of
Flandcini lnteれctiO,Analy,iS SyStem instrument。    ・
Benefltso With the resulting inおilllation stりdent te"herS may hopefuny
becolne more aware of their behaviors and interac●ons宙dl thei  students.
Sedbndly,the infomatiOn gained ilom this study w11l help evaluate the effloacy Of
providing pre―service teachers with systematic supe口nsory feedback,such as ALT¨
PE,as part of their professional preparation pЮgrar  by studying the effects of
such feodback l year later during their studentteaching expenence.
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2." Method. As a subject, you will be asked to participate in-the followingmanner:
Permit the researcher, Stuart L. Dean, to videotape three of your classes. During
thiS time, the only thing you will be asked to do is to wear a small wireless
.microphone. Each videotape will later be coded using the CAI{AS instrumenL
3. Will this hurt? There are no apparent'physical or psychological risks involved in
participating in this study. At no time will your normal actions as a teacher be
affected by the videotaping. The coding instnrment which will be used is
nonevaluative. The instrument describes the behaviors and interaction patterns
occurring between teacher and pupil.
4. Need more information? If you wish to know more information about the
study, please feel free to contact Stuart L. Dein orDr. Victor H. Mancini at274-
3109 at Ithaca College.
5. Withdrawal from the study. Participation is voluntary, and your agreement to
participate does not prevent you from discontinuing your participation at any time.
6. Will the data be maintained in confidence? Yes. It is assured that the names and
schools in this study'will be kept in the strictest confidence. Videotaping is bolely
for the purpose of this study and will be available only to the researchers, Stuart L.
Dean and Dr. VictorH. Mancini, and the student teacher involved. When the study
is completed,'.the tapes will be erased.
― 一 "… '― ― ― |
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7. I have read the above and I understand its contents. I agree to participate in this
study. I acknowledge that I am 18 years of age or older.
Thank you.
Signature Stuart L.Dean
Graduate Student
Dr. VictorH. Mancini
AdvisorJthaca College
Darc
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